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September Surprises

Welcome to fall! This September VIP is full of surprises, woodsy fall scents and 
AHHHH-MAZING new products! Just like a fresh pile of leaves begging you to 
jump in and have fun, let’s dive into these new products!

Our first new product is in its third fall as a seasonal regular. ANISE GOATMEAL 
SOAP is a MUST HAVE for all hunters. While it smells like black licorice, it 
ATTRACTS deer and also COVERS your scent! Anise is great for deer and bear 
hunting. Guys, how awesome is that?! Not into hunting? Not a problem. This 
soap has all the benefits of the colloidal oats, plus anise essential oil provides 
instant relief from aging spots, acne, and damaged skin, all the while helping 
your skin become soft and smooth.

Our second new product is another fantastic From Scratch Soap! Our CEDAR 
AND SANDALWOOD is so earthy! I love the feel of this olive oil-based soap. 
When the weather brings out the dry skin, reach for this bar to soothe and 
moisturize. You will also love the fresh, earthy scent from the essential oils and 
sandalwood powder.

This next one will have you jumping for sure: our first BODY SPRAY! How 
about a fresh-smelling, EXTRA moisturizing body spray. This spray is great for 
those who don’t have time to use lotion every day. Just hop out of the shower 
and spritz some of this all over. Rub it in and enjoy the benefits it has to offer.

Our last product is our SURPRISE product: HILLTOP HAND SANITIZER! I have 
been asked several times over the years to make one, so I hope you like how 
it turned out. While it is slightly “runnier” than traditional products, I think 
you will love using it because it is ALL NATURAL. Our hand sanitizer contains 
distilled water, vegetable glycerin, liquid aloe, and witch hazel, plus essential 
oils. It is available in three different scents (lemon, tea tree, and lavender).

Say goodbye to germs this fall and back to school season! Backpacks and 
purses rejoice: Hilltop has a hand sanitizer!

Happy creating!
Christine
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handmade.
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